STAINING CE MARKING AND ASSESSMENT POLICY

“To be effective, feedback should cause thinking to take place”

ETHOS
In marking and responding to children’s work, we are aiming to:


Understand the individual needs and abilities of children



Establish how well the pupil has understood the task



Make clear what the pupil does and does not know



Inform what the pupil needs to do next in order to improve



Encourage pupil to review their work critically and constructively to assess, improve and ‘close
the gap’



Inform all participants in the learning process of the progress made



Feed into the next cycle of planning for teaching and learning

This marking and assessment policy will apply to all subject areas across school. Self-assessment, peerassessment, collaborative assessment to create act sit at the core of our ethos.

SUCCESS CRITERIA / LEARNING OBJECTIVES
All marking comments will be measured and assessed against the learning objectives and success
criteria for each lesson. These can also be included in plans, however, children should have input. (IEP
objectives or other on-going objectives can also be included).

MARKING COMMENTS
The majority of marking comments should be positive (in the green zone). Positive Non- Specific
comments can be included within comments to bolster confidence. However, teachers will aim for
Positive Developmental comments and questions.

Positive Non-Specific

Positive Specific

Positive Developmental

“Good work!”

“Well done, I think you’ve
explained the process clearly
using the correct technical
terms.”

“How could you back up your
arguments with more evidence?
Give an example.”

“Excellent!”
“Well done!”

“ I love the adjectives you’ve
chosen to describe the scene.”

“I love the way you have
described so vividly. Please add
a relative clause into this
sentence. What effect did it
have?”

Negative Non-Specific

Negative Specific

Negative Developmental

“You can do better than this.”

“You haven’t used any full stops
in this piece.”

“Don’t use so many exclamation
marks!”

“You haven’t explained why you
think school uniform is bad.”

“Don’t use abbreviations.”

“Is this all you did?”
“Not good enough!”
“Be careful.”

HOW WORK WILL BE MARKED / MARKING KEY
The ‘Pink to make you think’ and ‘Go Green’ highlighter system will be used at the teacher’s discretion.
Excellent work = Green
Work requiring improvement = Pink

Overuse of the highlighters is not encouraged, as IMPACT is lost - so being selective is of the utmost
importance.
Highlighting of entire words and sentences is encouraged. A short mark at the start of a line to draw
attention to a particular line or paragraph is also acceptable.
All mistakes in a piece of work WILL NOT be rectified by the teacher as ‘Secretarial’ marking IS NOT
positive developmental and so will not take place in books.

WRITTEN FEEDBACK
Teachers and Teaching Assistants:


Will highlight the success and improvement against the Success Criteria or Learning Objective.



Must be accessible to children. (Including SEN and EAL)



Not all pieces of work will be ‘quality marked’ however all written work should be
acknowledged.



Focused comment should help the child in ‘closing the gap’ between what they have achieved
and next step improvement. This is called the ‘GAP TASK’.



Along with written feedback, it is important that evidence through planning, drafting and
editing is available to view.

Work completed by child

Highlight where appropriate (pink/green)

Positive Developmental Comment/question

Child revisits and edits work where directed

Children will be coached to routinely make corrections where pink is used to highlight work.
Usually, it will take place at the start of the subsequent lesson.

VERBAL FEEDBACK (VF)
Marking is most effective in the presence of the child

If verbal feedback instead of written feedback is given, then it should be coded ‘VF’. Generally, this will take
place in guided group work.
Immediate verbal feedback from a teacher or peer (discussion during a task) is extremely effective. This
verbal feedback and feedforward process should be part of normal classroom practice.
Frequently throughout lessons, children should be allowed time to reflect on their own and their partner’s
work. Using mid-lesson-learning-stops and class shared assessment via visualisers/ IPADS, pupils will be
encouraged to learn from each other.
Discussing, justifying, convincing, explaining and giving further advice will form ‘within lesson’ feedback.
This good practice will not constitute direct collaborative improvement though, and should not be coded in
books.
Marking and feedback must be completed in a timely manner

COLLABORATIVE IMPROVEMENT (CI)
Children will work together to edit and improve a piece of work.
The child whose work it is has control of the pen or pencil and ultimate say. This valuable ‘invisible’ marking will be
coded ‘CI’ to ensure visibility in books as the quality of work will have been directly improved.

CI DURING LESSON
If direct assistance has been given before the work was completed (by a peer or the teacher) then it should be coded
‘CI’.

Work Completed by child

Peers work collaboratively on one piece of work (Not swapping)

Work is edited and improved together (Owner has final say)

Marked CI by pupil

GAP TASKS RESPONDING TO TEACHER COMMENTS
Space will be left underneath the child’s work for improvements to be made. This GAP TASK can be
completed collaboratively, with a partner, and with the owner choosing and making improvements.

Work marked by teacher

Peers address written feedback of one book together (Owner has final say)

Work is edited and improved together Marked CI

Example:
‘The tired and almost frozen girls searched for something to keep them warm.’
Can you re-write this sentence so that it begins with an adverbial phrase? What effect did it have?
‘Inside the abandoned looking cottage, the tired and almost frozen girls searched for
something to keep them warm.
We think it lets the reader know that the girls have finally found shelter away from the
damp, windy and dangerous moor. CI with ST ‘

SELF ASSESSMENT (SA)
Self assessment takes place when a child looks back closely at their work and checks the quality of it
against the Learning Objective or Success Criteria.
Children should be encouraged to check the quality of their own work at all times.
Most children find this most difficult and will require continual coaching

PEER ASSESSMENT (PA)
This will take place during or after work has been completed.
Peer assessment allows pupil ownership of the feedback/ feedforward process and should take place as
part of normal classroom practice.
Teachers will plan peer assessment sessions into lessons in order to allow children to critically evaluate
the quality of work and suggest improvements.
Peer assessment takes place when one pupil assesses another pupil’s work. Pink and green pencil crayons
or highlighters may be used by children if deemed appropriate, otherwise thoughts will be communicated
verbally.
Any changes to the work will be marked PA.

A quality over quantity approach will be employed.
Teachers should provide sufficient modelling of the assessment and improvement methods to enable
the children to understand this process.

ABC

ABC should be used within a lesson to improve a piece of work using other children to suggest
improvement or to answer a statement made by a member of the class.
The basic premise is this: A child’s work is placed on the Smartboard, so that it can clearly be seen by the
class. The teacher (leading eventually to a pupil) models the process, and leads the discussion. Pupils
comment on an area of the work, then this comment is opened up to the class:
A (AGREE) Pupils agree with the comments made by the pupil
B (BUILD ON) Pupils agree with the comments and add to them. Eg: “I agree, but think that Jane could also
add…”
C (CHALLENGE) Pupils challenge the comments, providing reasons for doing so. Eg: “I challenge John. I
think that Jane has … because…”
The pupil whose work has been discussed, then makes improvements based on peer feedback, and places
a CI in the margin.

TRAFFIC LIGHT CUPS

Traffic light cups may be used to assess pupil’s learning. The ‘traffic light cups’ formative assessment
technique allows the teacher to gauge the understanding of the learners in their classroom. Each pupil will
receive 3 cups: one green, one orange and one red. Pupils display the appropriate colour of cup to indicate
their understanding of the lesson or task.
Green cup means, “ I’m flying; got it; I understand; can explain.”
Orange cup means, “Tackling the problem; not yet mastered; getting there; cannot fully explain yet.”
Red cup means, “Misunderstanding; confused; not got it yet; need help.”
The teacher will then support pupils with orange or red cups directly or encourage peer tutoring from a
pupil displaying a green cup. Teachers should take care to check pupils’ understanding by either talking to
the child directly, observing work or opening a class discussion on their understanding rather than blindly
trusting the pupils’ cup choices.
Traffic light cups also allow learners to respond without calling out. In response situations, all pupils will be
encouraged to show the cup that most accurately reflects their response. Using traffic lights is more
challenging and participatory than the usual ‘hands-up’ approach. Teachers will look for opportunities to
employ these methods in lessons although the ‘hands-up’ approach may still be used where appropriate.
Lessons will begin with the green cup showing. If the student wants to signal to the teacher that they are
going too fast, they replace the green cup with the orange one, and if they want to ask questions, they
display their red cup. This ‘silent’ communication can inform the teacher and signpost the need for
intervention or a change in direction.
By using this form of assessment, teachers are encouraging learners to answer questions, formulate
questions of their own, discuss, explain, debate, share and solve problems. This active assessment strategy
increases learners’ participation, engagement and ownership of learning leading to higher order thinking.

PEER ASSESSMENT USING CUPS
Once the systems above are well established, cups can be used for peer assessment. One child should look
at the work of another and discuss it. The ‘Appraiser’ should then decide which colour cup that their
partner has been working at in the session, based on the work provided and dialogue. It may be, for
example, that a child has got all of their maths correct, but cannot adequately explain the process. They

would then be awarded ‘Orange’ as the learning was not embedded. This process could also be used for
Collaborative Improvement, where several pupils discuss one pupil’s work.

RESPONDING TO MARKING COMMENTS
Time should be given for children to read, understand and be aware of their targets for improvement. They must be
given the opportunity to review and amend the work as appropriate.
In order for marking to be formative, ‘closing the gap’ information must be understood and acted upon by the
children. Teachers will respond as necessary to any children’s comments from the previous lesson. This
‘conversation’ should be clear to all parties and be revisited after a suitable distance from learning.
All dialogue should be constructive and aimed at improving the standards of work. Children must respond clearly
and accurately to the comments.

Marking Code
In addition to the pink and green highlighter marking, the following illustrations may be used.
Have I met my learning objective?

No, not at all

Yes, a little bit

Yes, LO fully achieved

Teacher Judgement
Have I worked hard today?

No, not at all

Yes, a little bit

I worked really hard today!

Teacher Judgement
Have I understood my LO today?

No, not at all

Yes, a little bit

I worked really hard today!

Child Judgement
You have struggled with this today

Next Steps to make even better progress

Process / Success Criteria has been achieved

Remember to leave finger spaces

Please use your phonics sounds

Remember to use capital letters

Take care with your spelling

Please use the correct punctuation

Look again

You need to speed up, this is not enough work for today

Please take care with your handwriting

You need to start a new paragraph

Please take care with your presentation

House point awarded – well done!

